A family enjoys outdoor time. Their dog pops out of the car, and the recreational vehicle is parked nearby.

The family gets in the RV, and Mom spills a beverage on the upholstered chair. Dad follows by spilling three beverages on the floor.

Mom gets the Bissell Little Green Cordless portable deep cleaner out of the cupboard. Into the canister tube she pours Bissell Pro OXY Spot & Stain remover. She uses the hose attachment to wipe up the spill. The water flows through the cleaner attachment onto the carpet, sucking up the liquid. Text, High performance 165W motor.

Mom cleans up the spill on the chair, spraying water from the cleaner attachment onto the upholstery. Text, 4-inch tough stain tool.

She hands the portable deep cleaner to Dad, who takes it outside to clean up the deck chair. Text, Engineered for upholstery cleaning. Lithium ion battery. Turbo Mode for optimal suction power. Dad cleans up a spill on the carseat and floor mat. Text, Eco Mode for a quieter, longer run time.

The family gathers outside for a cookout on the lawn.